


This document is not intended to form the basis of any investment decision and
should not be considered an offer, recommendation, or advice by Polar IDO Limited or any other
person on behalf of the Organization.
The provision of this White Paper is not a representation to the recipient or any other person that an
offer of securities will be made and does not constitute an invitation or offer of securities or an
advertisement of an offer in any jurisdiction. Neither this White Paper nor
any of the information contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. This
White Paper is only intended to inform the readers of the current planned design of the Polar Fi &
Polar DAO.
None of the information contained in this document has been verified by the Organization. The
Organization makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the adequacy,
completeness, or accuracy of any statement of other information contained herein or in any other
oral or written information furnished or made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any
assumption contained herein or therein and any liability therefor (including in respect of direct,
indirect or consequential loss or damage) is expressly disclaimed. Nothing contained herein or
therein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the
future. No party shall have any right of action against the Organization or any other person
(including, for the avoidance of doubt, their respective employees, directors, officers, contractors,
advisors, members, affiliates, successors and agents) in relation to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in this document or any other written or oral information made available
to it in connection with the Organization or its business. The Organization reserves the right (but is
not obligated) to alter the information contained in this paper or in any other document prepared in
respect of any prospective transaction relating to this paper accordingly, without notice to any
recipient of this paper.
This document may contain forward looking statements, opinions and/or projections
prepared by the Organization’s management which involve significant elements of subjective
judgement and analysis which may or may not be correct. Such forward looking statements,
opinions and projections are not guarantees of future performance and involve known and unknown
risks and uncertainties. Other important factors could cause actual results to differ from the
statements, opinions and projections contained herein. Forward looking statements, opinions and
projections are based on historical and/or current information that relate to future operations,
strategies, financial results or other developments.
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The development of blockchain technology has sparked numerous innovations that have led to
significant impacts on our daily lives. Cryptocurrency has altered our understanding and valuation
of currency and digital assets. It has altered how we work and maintain digital records. It also
adjusts the way we play games and infuses them with our finances in a well-known process known
as GameFi.

It’s a widespread belief by many people that GameFi is simply a P2E gaming model, but it is much
more than that, and we at Polar Fi are here to bring it closer to the average user as well as to long-
time gamers and crypto enthusiasts by improving the overall user experience.

At its core, Polar Fi is a hybrid GameFi ecosystem that provides holders with benefits through value-
driven goals.
Created on the Binance Smart Chain network, Polar Fi is built around the DAO (Decentralized
Autonomous Organization) that allows members to participate in governance by holding Genesis
Collection NFTs.

core

polar ecosystem
Polar believes in decentralization, community autonomy, and the technological advancement of
NFTs in video games. Therefore, Polar partners with development studios to produce new P2E
games powered by NFT technology, focusing on game publishing - financing, communication,
manufacturing, and marketing of games.

Development of the flagship video game, "Polaris", is already in progress, and more about our
current and future releases can be found in the text below.

Ultimately, one can do many things in the Polar GameFi ecosystem. As blockchain games gain in
popularity, it is inevitable that more major corporations will start to develop them, and it's up to you
to find your space in Polar Fi and start. The time is now.

introduction

ABOUT POLAR FI



We envision an ecosystem where players and crypto enthusiasts have more freedom and power
and believe that GameFi is an important gateway to the metaverse and a significant future tool
for entertainment, human socialization, and even employment. It represents the "mapping" of
human society in a new digital world in which all individuals can participate.

Using blockchain technology, players can hold their items and characters as NFTs and are free to
resell, collect, and use them in our games. Additionally, we are making it easier for small investors
to invest in GameFi. In the traditional world, only venture capitalists and accredited investors are
permitted to invest in companies working in the video game industry. This is something we want
to profoundly change, as the video game market is a massive industry that should be more
accessible to individual investors.

Polar wants to create an innovative ecosystem that will attract more people to digital assets and
P2E games through DeFi innovation, preserving their privacy, security, authority, and autonomy.
Thus, our goal is to be one of the first DAOs in video game publishing, as there is more
transparency, security, and community participation in all protocol processes.

As we are on the verge of NFTs and other digital assets becoming an integral part of everyday
transactions around the globe, Polar believes there is a need for a decentralized community that
connects tech leaders and NFT enthusiasts.

that excites

Our Vision

Innovation



We want to raise awareness and create a conscious environment among businesses and society by
educating them in the Blockchain & GameFi space. The main goal here is to use cryptocurrency to
empower people, and we think that understanding how this new asset class works and how it can
be used is the first step in that process.

Blockchain + GameFi Education

We have witnessed how common crypto contract breaches have become and we want to
emphasize the importance of a bulletproof contract code where all our users will feel safe knowing
their crypto and NFTs are in a safe place.

It is our responsibility to constantly publish new GameFi games, develop exposure, and scale
technology so our investors and community can be assured that Polar Fi is not just another GameFi
product. By satisfying consumer demand, company market share increase will provide incentives
for profit-oriented producers.

security

Objectives

MISSION

One of Polar Fi 's primary objectives is to establish itself as one of the first DAOs in the video game
publishing industry, which will be accomplished through the utilization of four crucial points of
focus:

Creation of New Products (Gaming)

partnership Alignment

We believe that partnerships are essential for community development and growth, and Polar Fi
will continually search for new business opportunities. In a short time period, we have already
partnered with Hashdev, a video game development company, and received an investment from a
Venture Capital - Chain Block Investments. 



q4 2022:

q1 2023:

V4.0 Release
Release of the alpha of our “PolarBear Battle Royale” mini-game
Implementation of weekly development updates on our game “Polaris”
Community growth
New partnerships
New website development
GameFi studios and gamers onboard
Branding identity development

Publication of our new mini-game “Hare Games”
Guild establishment
Scholarship development
GameFi studios and gamers onboard
Fundraising
Newsletter publication
Marketing and PR campaigns

Roadmap

q2 2023:
Launch of the collection of our champions on Polaris
Alpha release of our Polaris game
New scholars onboarding
GameFi studios and gamers onboard
Exchange listings
Marketing and PR campaigns
Buyback/burn program



NFTs are sent on a staking contract and generate game rewards at different levels when staked.
On top of this, Nodes are Capped. This means  as the value of the protocol increases you will also
have a part in that growth.

 

 staking contracts

 Miners

Adding Repair Kits to a NFT is a new feature introduced by PolarFi to create a sustainable protocol
for years to come and encourages active investment. Over time, as the NFT's life span starts to
deplete it will receive a reduction in game rewards (APR). Users will have the opportunity to
replenish their NFT's life span by attaching Repair Kits to them.  Costs on pg 10. 

How it Works

Genesis NFT Staking

Introducing Repair Kits & Miners

Repair Kits replenish the life
span of a NFT by +10%. 

Adding Miners to a NFT will
serve as a reward boost.
Depending on the tier of
Miner chosen the range of
game rewards will differ.

Repair Kit
game rewards BoostReplenish +10%  

Costs vary

To be released in
Q1 2023

NfT Staking LPR* 100% LPR 75% LPR 50% LPR 25% LPR 0%

Olympus APR  65% 50% 35% 20% 0%

Everest APR 60% 45% 30% 15% 0%

Ushuaia APR 55% 40% 25% 10% 0%

Kilimanjaro APR 50% 35% 20% 10% 0%

Mont Blanc APR 45% 30% 15% 5% 0%

Fuji APR 40% 25% 10% 5% 0%

LPR* Life Percentage Remaining - The remaining life span (in %) that a NFT has 

The LPR stated above represents the minimum % range required at each level to qualify for a particular APR Tier i.e for an Everest to
maintain 60% APR it must be within a LPR range of 100% - 76%.



NfT
Cost

($POLARFI)
 Repair Kit Cost

($POLARFI)
Life Depletion Rate

(LDR) per 30Days

Life Percentage
Usage (LPU)  For

Claiming

Olympus 3000 37.50 8% 25%

Everest 1050 13.25 10% 30%

Ushuaia 430 5.50 12.5% 35%

Kilimanjaro 265 3.50 15% 35%

Mont Blanc 65 1 17% 35%

Fuji 35 0.50 20% 35%

A "Decentralized Autonomous Organization," or DAO, is a community-run autonomous organization.
Smart contracts set the underlying laws and execute the predetermined action. Proposals, votes, and

even the code itself may be reviewed by the public at any time.
 

A DAO is ultimately run exclusively by its individual members, who jointly decide on important
project issues including technological advancements and treasury allocations. In Polar Fi case, the

complete governance is being handled by the Genesis Collection NFTs.
 

autonomousdecentralized

DAO OPERATION MODEL

organization

As a NFT LPR decreases, its APR game rewards are lowered as well. For example, an Everest NFT that has 75% LPR earns  
45% APR whereas at 50% LPR it will earn 30%. When a NFT's LPR reaches 0% it will stop generating game rewards.
NFT claims trigger LPU which decreases its LPR. There will be a max cap on NFTs and compounding is not possible. A

NFT's life span naturally decreases  every 28 days. Claiming from any NFT requires at least 30% LPR
 

All 6 NFTs will serve as governance as well as earn game rewards. The main difference between the NFTs is their Life
Depletion Rate(LDR) as seen in the table above. All  NFTs have the same governance power.

Holders of the Genesis Collection will also be eligible to receive a portion of the revenue. 

The Genesis Collection

Understanding the Structure

LPR- Life Percentage Remaining  LPU - Life Percentage Usage  LDR - Life Depletion Rate   



51% of the votes
are in favor 

Holders of the Genesis Collection NFTs are invited to present their proposal in detail on the
governance forum. In this forum, members can debate the proposal. Once everyone has given their
opinion, the community members can launch the proposal on snapshot.org.

NFT holders are free to submit proposals directly to snapshot.org (without first discussing it on the
forum) but doing so is not advised because there will have been no prior discussion and the
proposal may be misunderstood and directly refused by the other members.

If the proposal receives more than 51% of the vote, the majority of the Foundation members (4/7)
must still approve it before the proposal can be implemented. If a majority of Foundation members
vote against the proposal, it is rejected.

VOTING

Governance Forum 

polar  nft holders 
onchain voting on proposal from polar DAO

onchain proposal 

the proposal is
rejected 

polar foundation

majority of foundation
members  vote in favor  (4/7)

the proposal is
rejected

the foundation
executes the proposal



reasons for choosing bnb chain

In spite of the fact that BNB Chain is still relatively young, it demonstrates a robust

and expanding ecosystem.

BNB’s faster confirmation time and lower fees

The popularity of NFTs may also be linked to the rise of BNB, which has benefited

from its compatibility with well-known crypto wallets like Trust Wallet and

MetaMask.

BNB daily transactions are quicker for users, and compared to ETH, it is less

expensive to move money around and work with smart contracts with BNB.

PolarFi will impose no charges for migration to the new chain,
but investors will need to pay relevant gas fees themselves



Platform benefits - e.g. staking tokens get you access to premium services

Game rewards - airdrops / giveaways / bounties / quizzes / staking / guilds

Payments - On-chain payments in Polar RPG

Buyback - e.g., A specific % will be used for buyback

Purchase of NFT add-ons-  Allow you to benefit from advantages of your NFT Genesis (repair

kits, reward boost etc.)

Burn mechanism

The Polar Fi Foundation will be operating among the NFT Genesis Collection with a general token
called $POLARFI.

$POLARFI will initially be available on the BNB Chain as a BEP-20 token and it has been designed to
be utilized across all POLAR product categories and across a variety of platform activities.

Note - $POLARFI will be used for Polar RPG, PolarBear BattleRoyale (PPBR), and Hare Games, while
for the Polaris game, a new token will be generated for which all the details will be provided in the
near future.

POLAR.FI TOKEN

$PolarFi

Token utility

Always make sure you’re using the correct token address:

Access to PolarFi games - Polaris, Hare Games & PBBR {chance to earn game rewards}
Free entry into any game tournaments held and exclusive offers.
Access to Scholarships -We aim to offer scholarships for members to aid in the ease entry of
entry into Crypto
Access to Specialist courses and platforms geared at giving our members access to premium
courses on diverse sectors i.e crypto investing, security, mental health, editing, coding etc. Our
goal is to aid in realistic development of our supporters
Access to private members only chat groups. 
More features coming for subscribers

We will be offering a monthly subscription which will apply to NFT holders and non-Nft holders
(outside investors). Our subscription will be charged monthly at $19 (in stable coin), A subsciption is
not required to use our NFT staking system. Subscribers will receive:

PolarFi Subscription 



Polar Fi Roles

Neanderthal 
Level 0

More
Coming

Mystic Penguin
Level 1

Treewitch
Level 2

Artic Hyena
Level 3

Sabretooth
Level 6

Yeti Soldier
Level 4

Lynx
Level 5

Nightwolf
Level 7

Armored Bear
Level 8

Odin's Raven
Level 9

Ice Giant
Level 10

Mammoth
Level 11

Rewarding Subscribers

Role specific ID tags to flex your level
Access to role specific chat rooms + future perks will be added
Access to Scholarships - achieving a scholarship will require a minimum level to be reached,
currently set at "Sabretooth Level 6" 
Users from Level 4+ can receive Airdropped rewards for the future release Polaris including
Whitelist Spots
Tournaments hosted where a minimum Level will be required to participate 

Subscribers will now have the chance to be rewarded for consistency.  Each time you complete 1
month at a particular level and you continue your subscription for the following month your level
will increase. Different levels will have access to different perks as they are introduced. For example,
only users at the Sabretooth level can qualify for the Scholarship ranging from $6000 to $10,000.
Other features include:

Each time a Subscription is missed that user will lose 1 level



The Treasury

Proposals regarding DAO assets - additional purchases, sales, rents
Manage locked tokens for all parties
Investments
Financial operations - accounting, taxes, reporting
Research & Development - increasing the efficiency and developing new products/features
Possible exchange listings
Marketing promotions

Treasury Activities 

treasury focus 

The role of the Polar Fi treasury is to control the management of Polar Fi assets and be responsible
for controlling all transactions. As the market continues to evolve, our goal is to be able to pivot

proactively when required.
The treasury is under the control of the 7 members of the Polar Foundation 



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

70% of the tokens are allocated to staking contracts, 20% to the liquidity pool and 10% to treasury. 

The token is inflationary but benefits from buybacks according to the protocol's revenues.
Initial circulating supply: 10,000,000 $POLARFI

Token Distribution

Staking Pool
70%

Liquidity Pool
20%

Protocol Treasury
10%

Allocation Chart for both tokens



Polar NFT Marketplace - The official marketplace for the Polar RPG where you
can easily find land and other different in-game items
Lottery - Every Polar RPG user will be able to participate in the lottery
depending on their token/NFT amount and other various factors
Quests - Through quests, users can earn tokens and NFTs while carrying out
various tasks like solving riddles and performing daily tasks (MHO)*
Staking - Polar RPG users will have the opportunity to lock up their
tokens/NFTs in exchange for a high annual percentage yield

Updates to our role-playing game, Polar RPG, is currently in development (formerly
Polar Nodes). Here is a partial list of the Polar RPG features:

Is a multiplayer online battle arena video game developed by a partner
agency that will be published by the protocol itself and will have a separate
token.

Players engage in one-on-one combat while controlling and defending one-
half of the map in the game. They also take control of "fighters," which are
characters with special skills who gain power during matches by accumulating
level points and purchasing items. 

POLARIS

POLAR RPG

PUBLISHED VIDEO GAMES

*MHO- Membership Holders Only



POLARBEAR BATTLE ROYALE  'PBBR'

HARE GAMES

PolarBear BattleRoyale is a new retro-style arcade mini-game where users are
able to compete with others while earning $POLARFI tokens. Made for both
PC and Mobile access.

PBBR will be our first game launched that will enable users to use their
accumulated tokens in a game of skill and timing that has the potential to
increase their income.

Innovation, passive income opportunities and interactive experiences are key
components of Polar’s future.

Hare Games is a mobile mini-game inspired by the concept of the famous
Korean series “Squid Games”.

The game will operate very similarly to the classic Frogger game of the 80s,
where up to 30 players will use arctic hares to jump across traffic, overcome
obstacles, and outlive the other competitors to be the reigning survivor and
winner of the collective reward bag.

 Hare Games will operate alongside PBBR, allowing our users to participate in
two very different styles of retro gameplay.



the gaming market

The world's gaming industry is flourishing and is in desperate need of expansion. Play-to-earn
gaming is a brand-new environment that enables people from all over the world to socialize, have
fun, and earn money from virtual assets.

Overall, the global gaming industry has massive potential. People are more interested than ever in
NFTs, cryptocurrencies, blockchain technology, and similar topics. Early adopters are currently
enjoying lucrative advantages on a variety of levels, and it has evolved into a major industry in the
present. 

OPPORTUNITIES

Trends + Opportunities

Always make sure you’re using the correct token address:

blockchainNFTsDAO

3 pillars that represent the economy's future in the digital age, which have made gaming even
more accessible to the global population. Here you can find some of the most important
blockchain gaming features and benefits:

Decentralization - ownership of digital assets through smart contracts

Immutable transactions - purchases and asset ownership data cannot be altered, replaced, or deleted

Transparency - transparency through blockchain

Increased security of data and payments - complex cryptography and smart contracts

Global gaming market cap - $199 Billion
Expected global gaming market cap by 2027 - $340 Billion
Global NFT gaming market cap - over $5 Billion
Blockchain gaming revenue- $2,5 Billion
NFT Sales - over $15 Billion

Polar Fi is here to unify all those features into one and attract more people to digital assets and
P2E games.



MEET THE TEAM
P O L A R  F O U N D A T I O N

STAX
MODERATION AND

COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT

PREDZXERT
PROTOCOL
MANAGER

SHIB
COMMUNITY

MANAGER

JOSH
SOLIDITY 

DEVELOPER

SAMEL THE
CAMEL

FOUNDATION
MEMBER

JULIAN
MARKETING AND

CONSULTING

The core Polar Foundation represents a wide range of expertise and perspectives that will
contribute to the development of the GameFi industry. 

 

ENOR
MARKETING AND

MANAGEMENT



O U R  C O M M U N I T Y
M E M B E R S

CHAINBLOCK INVESTMENTS
A venture Capital  special ized in crypto

investing.
 

HASHDEV STUDIO
 A video game development company with expertise

in the blockchain gaming industry.

PARTNERS AND
INVESTORS

O U R  L I F E L I N E

For Business Inquiries & Collaborative Ventures contact our Protocol Manager 

Polarfisales@gmail.com



FOLLOW US

D i s c o r d

ON OUR SOCIALS!  

P o l a r  f i n a n c i a l

@ p o l a r _ f i

W e b s i t e

https://twitter.com/polar_f i  

https://polar.f inancial/

https://discord.com/invite/polar-
917059651588202557

M e d i u m
https://polarf inancial .medium.com/

https://twitter.com/polar_fi
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